
Tyrotarian Tour 

Behind the Scenes @ THE AVENUE 

Wednesday, June 19th – 4:30 PM 

 

The Avenue will be the first ever “live/ work” development in Milwaukee providing office and residential tenants a place 

to call home and provide workspace while enjoying the space on the weekends. Decades of decline for the property 

formerly known as the Shops of Grand Avenue will finally come to an end. With the extensive revitalization efforts in this 

historic building, The Avenue will be revolutionary to Downtown Milwaukee.  

Please join your fellow Rotary member on June 19th for this interesting sneak peek at The Avenue: 

 Overview of the plans by the developers in the new event space 

 Tour of the extensive renovations now underway and the uniquely designed apartments 

 Experience the complimentary food and beverage offerings of 3rd Street Market Hall vendors 

 Free parking in the adjoining (Grand Avenue) parking deck 

The Avenue will be a 265,695 SF mixed use redevelopment project consisting of 194,898 SF of office space and 70,797 SF 

of retail.  It features unparalleled amenities including multiple tenant conference and event spaces, state of the art 

fitness center, indoor bike storage, doggy wellness center and a world class food hall, the 3rd Street Market Hall.  

The 3rd Street Market Hall will occupy the majority of the first-floor retail space within the redevelopment and will stand 

as Milwaukee’s premier food hall with 22 vendors unique to the Milwaukee area. Vendors will be a mix of start-ups by 

talented local chefs, famed  home-grown food trucks and resurrected Milwaukee favorites.   

The Avenue is currently 53% leased with existing tenants as well as tenants that will take occupancy at the end of 2019. 

GRAEF, a national engineering firm headquartered in Milwaukee, has signed a lease to occupy 32,600 square feet as the 

anchor tenant bringing 170 employees downtown. 

To access parking for this event, enter the parking garage at the 2nd Street entrance to the deck located between 

Wisconsin Avenue and Michigan Street.  Enter The Avenue at the street level entrance on the west side of 2nd Street 

between Wisconsin Avenue and Michigan Street.   Take the escalators to your right up to the second level and follow the 

signs to the event space. 

Members and their guests may sign up on-line or at the reception desk at the regular Tuesday meeting. 

 

          


